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To call John Robshaw the New York-based textile designer is to ignore his ongoing journey, especially in India, where he learns the techniques that are at the core of his work. Most of Robshaw's textiles begin as print blocks - a centuries-old method involving dipping a wooden stamp carved into ink or paint, then pressing it manually into the fabric. Robshaw's
prints, textiles and furniture fittings are available in many Hollywood homes, but they come out of periods in their 20s when he's been on his way for months so I can really dig craft, live in villages and actually print all day with the printer, remember it. I was able to stop and have lunch with them in the local joints, smoke smuggled cigarettes and bet on chicken
fights. I learned the tricks of printing and the thought of local people in a way that you can't when you just go through. Robshaw invited us to his home and studio as part of lincoln's Continental Story video series - seeing the video architecturaldigest.com. Below, he talks about the importance of traveling, and remains modern while using ancient methods. How
does travel affect your work? It has added so many layers and dimensions to my eyes - I've seen so many styles, techniques, cultures. It outsets you in a lot of directions and opens you up to different points of view and aesthetics that you balance with your own to create something new and fresh. That's what makes me travel. And as a person? I think it has
opened me up to people and places, and softened, or otherwise worn, my sharp edges. I remember getting to New York after college and thinking, this place is full, while walking to Broadway. Then, I was in New Delhi, and I revisited my idea of crowded flop legs. What skills do you learn abroad? To go with the flow. There are celebrations and all the printers
have returned to their village, so you will wait for your order. You can find good ideas anywhere, from rock temples to local flower markets - keeping your eyes and your attitude open. Do not take the night bus, do not eat salads, re-check your visa and passport and don't forget the extra picture. I think moving from home shakes you, getting rust out and
getting you young and in love. Routine kill design. I love New York City, but I also have to be somewhere else and come back - then you always appreciate it all. Do you work traditionally or innovate? It's a 50/50 game. There is an amazing tradition that cannot happen on a large scale, so transferring some prints from block printing - a process that takes
forever and its color is inconsistent - for rotary printing, but I still keep the look of a textile hand block by starting with block prints. Tradition leads to ideas that can be updated, edited and played with in a more contemporary context for they are new and exciting. Everyone has seen traditional textiles, and taking new to them is what excites others and me.
Click here to watch the episode of John Robshaw's video series Lincoln Continental Story. William Abranowicz The season's most glowing fittings and accessories pay tribute to the simple volume, rich color, and sharp shadow of renowned Mexican architect Luis Barragán Chris JacksonGetty Images Attention all his left hand! You don't need us to tell you, but
we're pretty unique. We make up only about 15% of the population, share dominant hands with four of the last six presidents, and have a city named after us (well, kind of). Thanks to International Left Hand Day (coming on August 13), it's time we shine. Boast your entitled friends with these impressive statistics. 1 out of 20 We make up 15% of the
population. 4 out of 20 Four of our last six presidents were abandoned. 11 out of 20 Mothers over 40 may be more likely to have babies left behind. 13 out of 20 Southpaw you can get a scholarship. 17 out of 20 We're not actually that clumsy. Some people think of the left hand as butterflies or clumsy, but it's not our fault! If zippers, buttons, doors, and more
are made to favor your non-dominant hands, you will also struggle! RELATED: Ultimate Guide How to Clean Carpets » 20 of the 20 Many left learn to be ambidextrous. As we said, the world is made for right-hand guys: school desks, golf, computer rats, and more sometimes easier to use with your right hand. For this reason, most leftists end up learning to
use both. Let's face it, we're awesome. RELATED: What Style Your Handswriting Says About You » Awards excellence in company culture. Deadline for Applying February 5Apply NowSo you think crime doesn't pay. Well, a San Francisco company has opposite evidence. Dura-Print Inc. is piling in cash from sales of new fingerprint kits, which literally smoke
the impression left at the crime scene. The kit, developed along with Super Glue Corp. of Ridgewood, N.Y., works where most methods fail -- for example on plastic bags, which may hold; says narcotics. In the past it's hard to get prints from paper, currencies, plastic bags, and human skin, said Barbara MacLean, administration manager for Dura-Print, a five-
man company forming last spring to market the process. The parted material will quickly absorb sweat, so the dust will not take anything. This technique involves the gauze pad that has been treated together with the object is thought to have molded into a small tank. Two distinctive formulated super gams are then poured onto the pad, and the marks are
protected. As the chemical responds, the pad delivers a type of smoke drawn to the amino acids left on the object, resulting in a hard finger stamp. This smoking scenario can be duplicated throughout the room the car, by dropping some female towels on the floor and covering all the windows and doors. In less than half an hour, the area is covered with grey
white fingerprints. The standard kit, which contains 10 applications, costs $25, but serious crime-busters can order the size of the economy, with 150 applications, with $195. I mounted a PCB board on a 3mm acrylic glass piece with some double parted carpet tape, kind of without foam core. I use this quite often to be put under my work. They are
inexpensive (remnants) and very flat and smooth. I find that the trick is to apply a nice surface of smooth tape to the pain of your work. Covering the entire surface will prevent any prototype board pipes. Next I clamped it on my manufacturing table. All programs are aligned to the center of the Load load center of the 2nd code file for a 2mm flat end factory to
check emissions. Load the first program named 1ringlight engrave.nc Insert a 45degree carving stylus or factory 0.5mm central cutting final flat, touching the top of the stock as z0 sets the speed of the 5000rpm spindle and the speed of the feed 300mm min in my case, I use sculpture so I set the plunge rate also at 300mm/min After running the tool Change
program first, a 2mm flat end factory that touches the top of the stock as z0 Spindle speed 5000rpm speed of 300mm/min plunge rate of 300mm/min After running the program is time to remove everything and unick Note that all programs have a higher feed rate, I have used these programs at 50% of the feed speed. LED lights with your hands are easy to
make at home. To produce a lamp with LEDs does not require expensive material, almost all can be made from the cut scrap material of your .8mm stretching cord to 3 sheets about 10 inches long. This will give you more than you need, but will allow you to adjust the tension and then cut the excess cord without leaving you short handed. In the first picture
you'll see an extra piece of Lego tool that I just add so I can attach the only unique section to aesthetic value. It also helps keep the finger from slipping back too far. The third photo shows a unique piece, but any Technic piece that has at least 3 holes can be used. This one just looks cooler. Tie a piece of cord stretching to the index, middle, and ring fingers in
the top hole. I use a fishing knot but the base knot should hold. Once attached to the fingertips, you will run each rope through a different hole in your unique piece, to the end of hand, and wrap around it in front of the palm. Both pieces of 1x6 Technic behind the hand towards the wrist will help steer your stretch rope and will also help things look more
packed in the end. Once wrapped forward, hold the rope in place together and add the last flat plate to the palm that will hold the tension and in its place. Once you're done with this step, you'll have most of the hand parts build up, and if you snatch on the fingers with your hands, they should close (but not all the way to the scorer), and when you release
them, they should snap back into open arm positions. Testing it at this point will also help you determine which areas are weakened to tighten. It will also help you determine whether the cord is pulled too tight. If you struggle with your hands to pull the finger down, it's too tight. The fingers should multiply by the amount of light pressure and snap back quickly
but not violently. This may require adjustment as you go, but if so you only need to remove the plate on the palm site, pull the ropes, and replace the plate. Rick Diamond/Getty Images A truck pulls up to a public place and starts giving up free energy drinks. It's a regular scene, one you have no doubt seen and may not have beef with. But what if a drink is
free of beer? And what if the people who accept them are homeless people? That's what goes down in Liverpool in the UK, where city officials criticize promotional campaigns by Bud Light. (Here are some alternatives their lightweight beer can consider.) A large Bud Light truck parked in Liverpool city centre yesterday, and promotional staff began handing
out free beer to passengers. But many people are surprised to see the homeless at the end of a free beer. The Liverpool Echo even found a homeless man sleeping next to a Bud Light enclosure. Another homeless man said he ended up with a cart full of free beer. City Centre councillor Nick Small criticised the promotion, saying it was aggressive,
unscrupulous, and wrong to give free alcohol to street drinkers and other vulnerable residents. He added, I was angry that this happened when Liverpool school was at half term as well. (Half term refers to vacation time between school terms in England.) The promotion is part of a larger campaign to bring Bud Light back to the UK market after it failed to
catch on 16 years ago. (The market for low-calorie beer only becomes more competitive as well. Here are some we like.) Anheuser-Busch apologized for the incident in a statement, saying: For sampling visits Our UK Light Bud has a process to ensure only those who are legally aged, who are not under the influence and not in vulnerable positions, received
a single 150ml sample could be Bud Light. This incident has recently been brought to the spotlight and while we believe it to be an isolated case, we work with our sample team to understand the specific circumstances of how this happens and to ensure that any future activity sees these products distributed and enjoyed responsibly. This content is created
and retained by third parties, and imported to this page to help users set up Address. You may be able to get more information about this and similar content piano.io piano.io
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